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ABSTRACT

The authors propose and demonstrate that thermal laser evaporation can be applied to all solid, nonradioactive elements in the periodic
table. By depositing thin films, they achieve growth rates exceeding 1 Å/s with output laser powers less than 500W using identical beam
parameters for many different elements. The source temperature is found to vary linearly with the laser power within the examined power
range. High growth rates are possible using free-standing sources for most of the elements tested, eliminating the need for crucibles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the invention of the laser in 1960,1 attempts
were made to synthesize thin films by using a laser to evaporate
or ablate materials.2,3 These initial experiments would go on to
lay the groundwork for pulsed laser deposition (PLD):4 a success-
ful vapor deposition technique that ablates the surface of a source
using a pulsed laser.5,6 The advantages of using lasers for epitaxial
growth are numerous, including near arbitrary power densities,
lack of source contamination, and increased efficiency due to the
surface of the source being directly illuminated by the laser as
opposed to being indirectly and inefficiently heated via a cruci-
ble.2,7 The use of lasers also allows for small working distances,
reducing the required source and chamber sizes when compared
to other epitaxy techniques and correspondingly increasing mate-
rial utilization.

Among the range of established thin film deposition methods,8

molecular beam epitaxy9 may offer the advantage over PLD, e.g., for
the epitaxial growth of complex oxides,10 in that it exploits adsorption-
limited growth modes and the continuous variation of material com-
position by varying fluxes from individual sources.

Recently, high-power lasers have become sufficiently afford-
able to be practical for the generation of vapors from evaporating
individual elemental sources. The laser heating of such elemental

sources forms the basis for thermal laser evaporation (TLE).11 TLE
aims to use laser beams in order to evaporate a wide range of pos-
sible materials in the form of compact sources. A coevaporation
from such sources would enable the epitaxial growth of com-
pounds as films. Substrate heating may be achieved by a heating
laser,12 as shown in Fig. 1. By varying the output power of each
evaporation laser, a correspondingly variable composition may be
achieved. Investigating various extreme cases, we propose that
successful evaporation and deposition can be achieved via TLE
for all solid, nonradioactive elements. Most of these experiments
were performed using the same laser, with the same settings and
parameters, varying only the output power. In addition, we dem-
onstrate how free-standing sources can be utilized for nearly all of
these elements and why the use of these sources is beneficial for
epitaxial growth.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experiments outlined within this paper have been con-
ducted using the simplified TLE chamber shown in Fig. 2. This
chamber had no substrate heater and only one source laser. The
chamber itself was not cooled and was pumped down to an ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) with internal pressures between 10�8 and 10�9 hPa.
The cylindrical sources were free-standing with their long axes
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vertically oriented. These sources rested on three Ta supports with a
W-Re (type C) thermocouple measuring the temperature at the
bottom of the source. The use of this thermocouple provided a large
measurement range with an upper limit at 2320 �C. At the same
time, it served as a safety control for the temperature of the bottom
of the free-standing sources in order to avoid complete melting of
the source. For elements that required a crucible, 12mm diameter
Al2O3 or Ta crucibles were used depending on the properties of the
element in question. The position of the source with respect to the

laser beam could be translated in all three spatial dimensions via a
manipulator on which the source was positioned.

For the dimensions of the elemental sources, we limited our-
selves to cylinders with a maximum diameter of 12.7 mm since
materials with these dimensions are readily available from many
suppliers. The source heights along their axes were 8 mm through-
out unless explicitly stated. Deposition rates greater than 0.1 Å/s
were deemed to be great enough to confirm successful deposition
of the corresponding element based on typical growth rates that are
suitably large for many film growth applications.13

For most of the elements tested, the source was irradiated by a
λ ¼ 1030 nm fiber-coupled disk laser with a peak power of 2 kW,
which was incident at 45� to its surface.14 For seven of these ele-
ments (Bi, Ce, Sc, Cr, Ca, Yb, and Mn), we switched to a λ ¼
1070 nm fiber laser14 with a peak power of 500W, as it turned out
that the required powers (see also Fig. 4) were consistently below
500W. In all of these experiments, the distance between the
source and the focal point of the laser was 62 mm; this produced
a laser spot size of approximately 1mm2 with an approximately
Gaussian beam profile. The laser optics possessed a focal length
of 500 mm, which remained fixed for all the experiments.
Elemental films were deposited on a horizontal 200 Si substrate,
centered 60 mm vertically above the source. Si substrates were
used due to their low cost and ease of acquisition. A quartz
crystal microbalance was applied to monitor the deposition from
the source on the substrate. The average growth rate was calculated
after each ten-minute deposition test. The growth rate was then
checked by cleaving the Si wafers along their diameter and mea-
suring the thickness of the grown films via scanning electron
microscopy. This comparison allowed for the calculation of the
tooling factor to calibrate the deposition rate. We estimate the
uncertainty in the recorded growth rate to be less than the marker
size within the relevant figures of this paper. The source was moni-
tored during deposition with several CCD cameras.

In the experiment, we controlled the heating in two ways:
first, most of the experiments performed used power as an inde-
pendent variable, wherein the laser power was kept constant
during each deposition test and the source temperature was moni-
tored via the thermocouple. For these experiments, the average
source temperature was measured over the time interval after the
initial approach where the thermocouple temperature was rela-
tively stable. Second, the temperature of the bottom of the source
could be controlled via a proportional-integral-derivative control-
ler. This used the thermocouple temperature as input and the
laser power as output, which in turn ensured that the temperature
of the bottom of the source remained at a predefined, fixed value
for each deposition test.

In order to minimize the effect of surface roughness and con-
taminants on the required power to achieve a specific growth rate,
an initial deposition was performed with each source. This melted
or sublimated possibly existing small structures on the surface,
yielding a steady-state surface morphology. In the case of metals,
the formation of a smooth surface could be easily observed by the
corresponding increase in reflectivity.

For all of the elements tested, no alteration to the laser param-
eters was required for either the disc laser or the fiber laser. Only
the output laser power was changed.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the test TLE chamber. This test chamber operates without
substrate heating.

FIG. 1. Diagram of the proposed TLE chamber for epitaxial growth. Without
breaking the vacuum, both the substrate and the sources are exchangeable via
the use of a load-lock. A gas inlet allows for a gaseous atmosphere to be
present inside the chamber, which features a UHV background pressure. The
pale colored regions show the approximate flux distributions from the sources.
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III. RESULTS

Thin films with thicknesses greater than 100 Å were grown
with growth rates exceeding 0.1 Å/s for all of the elements tested.
Elements from different parts of the periodic table could be
easily deposited in a straightforward manner as thin films, with
particular success for the metals (see also Fig. 3). The films were
dense, showing variations in thickness along the substrate
between 5% and 15% for most of the elements tested, resulting
in highly reflective films. The results demonstrate the successful
deposition of W, C, and Ta using thermal evaporation induced
via a continuous wave laser. Like other refractory metals, these
elements have previously required e-beam evaporation to ther-
mally deposit them due to their low vapor pressures and very
high evaporation temperatures.15–17

Different laser power values were required for different ele-
mental sources, as shown by Fig. 4. This figure shows the relation
between the growth rate and the output laser power for various ele-
ments, accompanied by their associated fits to an Arrhenius-type
dependence. The observed melting points for each material are
shown. These served as a calibration point for the temperature of
the source. For most of the elements tested, deposition rates
exceeding 1 Å/s were possible with laser outputs less than 500W.
By optimizing the source dimensions, it is likely that this can be
achieved for all elements in the chosen chamber geometry.
Assuming a wall-plug efficiency of 35%,14 a maximum total power

requirement of 1.4 kW is obtained for a growth rate of 1 Å/s. This
power requirement is similar to the corresponding requirements of
many sputtering or e-beam systems.

We were able to evaporate most of the elements from free-
standing cylindrical sources, with localized laser heating of the
source. As a result, small regions of the source can be melted, while
the rest of the source remains solid, as shown in Fig. 5. The source
then acts as its own crucible, which offers major advantages. The
ductility of metals combined with the absence of a mismatch in the
thermal expansion between the “crucible” and the “contents”
avoids the issue of crucible failure due to thermally induced strain.
The lack of a crucible also eliminates reactions between the source
and the crucible since the solid-liquid boundary remains inside the
source. This avoids contaminants generated from the crucible in
the deposited film.

Owing to the strong absorption of light with a wavelength
around 1000 nm, the laser heating is not only highly localized via the
small beam diameter, but also along the axis of the source. The
resulting absorption corresponds to a penetration depth on the order
of 2 nm for most metals with absorption coefficients; α � 105 cm�1.
Due to the combination of heat loss via conduction and radiation,
the high temperature region is found close to the irradiated surface of
the source. Figure 6 shows a side view of a Ta source during deposi-
tion, with a diameter of 3mm and a height of 10mm.

In this case, a temperature difference of around 2000 K was
observed between the top surface and the thermocouple touching
the bottom of the source. Liquid Ta was present on the top surface,

FIG. 3. Photographs of Si substrates coated with various elements. The corre-
sponding scanning electron microscopy images are shown below each wafer,
along with the average thickness of the deposited films. The grid patterns
appearing on the wafer surfaces result from optical reflections. The scale shown
represents 300 nm.

FIG. 4. Plot of growth rates as a function of inverse incident power for a range
of elements, accompanied by their associated fits to an Arrhenius-type depen-
dence. The values of the proportionality constant, β [see Eq. (2)], are indicated
for each fit. For each element, the observed melting point is represented by a
colored symbol. Connecting lines act as a guide to the eye.
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indicating the temperature exceeding 3290 K,18 as denoted in
Fig. 6. A temperature of approximately 1200 K was measured by
the thermocouple on the bottom of the source. As a result of the
localized heating from the source laser, the remainder of the source
remained solid, and the temperature of the bottom of the source
did not exceed the range of operation for the thermocouple.

Depending on the thermal conductivity of the thermocouple
contact to the source, inaccurate thermocouple temperature read-
ings are expected at high temperatures. Given that vapor pressure is
highly dependent on temperature and proportional to the growth
rate,11 localized heating of the source also ensured that evaporation
from the laser spot dominated the overall growth rate.

Pulsing the laser, while still remaining in the thermal evapora-
tion regime, may further increase thermal gradients, allowing
further concentration of the laser power to the evaporation
region.19 The experiments were nevertheless carried out under
steady-state conditions because the thermal transients at the onset
and end of the pulses affect the reproducibility. Further jitter in the
pulse duration adversely affects the stability, adding additional
noise to the steady-state (in)stability of the laser.

Even at high growth rates, the structural integrity of the free-
standing source may be maintained. For the case of a Ti source,
3 mm in diameter (see Fig. 7), we observed that during deposition,
the melt pool was flat and could be increased in size until it was
near the rim of the source, the remnant of which can still be seen
in Fig. 7. However, upon cooling, a dip was formed at the location
of the laser spot, which we attribute to the contraction of Ti due to
rapid cooling at the position of the laser spot, while solidifying
inward from the rim of the melt pool. By reheating and melting the
source, the flat surface was recovered.

Some elements, such as Ge and Pr, required a crucible in
order to achieve growth rates greater than 0.1 Å/s. While (in princi-
ple) a free standing source could be used for these elements too,
our deliberate size restriction to below 12:7� 8mm for the current
experiments did not allow a large enough source for free-standing
evaporation of these elements.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is well-established within the field of film growth that vapor
pressure, p, follows the Clausius–Clapeyron equation,

p � e�
ΔH
RT , (1)

where ΔH is the enthalpy change between two desired phases and
R is the gas constant. When this equation is plotted on an

FIG. 5. Photograph of a free-standing Si source (12.7 mm in diameter and
4 mm thick) during deposition. A liquid phase can clearly be seen on the
surface of the source, indicating a surface temperature of at least 1687 K
(Ref. 18). During this deposition test, the average deposition rate was 5.2 Å/s,
resulting from 400 W supplied by the laser.

FIG. 6. Photograph of the side of a free-standing Ta source (3 mm in diameter
and 10 mm in height) during deposition. A clear intensity gradient can be seen
along the (vertical) axis of the source, with the temperature difference between
the top and the bottom of the source being �2000 K as determined from the
observation of liquid Ta on the top surface and a thermocouple measurement
on the bottom surface. During this deposition test, the average deposition rate
was 0.08 Å/s, resulting from 280 W supplied by the laser.

FIG. 7. Photograph of a Ti source after approximately 300 nm of Ti was depos-
ited on the substrate. The surface has melted, generating a dip at the location
of the laser spot. The structural integrity of the source has remained intact.
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Arrhenius plot as a function of inverse temperature, a linear fit is
obtained. The growth rate (or evaporation rate) of an element at
a specific temperature is proportional to the vapor pressure.20

Since the vapor pressure is strongly dependent on temperature,
the growth rate should be primarily dominated by evaporation
from the laser spot. However, the current experimental setup
makes measuring temperature of the source at the laser spot at
any temperature other than the melting point extremely difficult.
Therefore, these experiments measured the growth rate as a func-
tion of the output laser power, a variable that is comparatively
easy to measure. Surprisingly, if one plots these growth rate data
on an Arrhenius plot as a function of the inverse laser power, as
shown in Fig. 4, the experimental data follow a straight line to a
remarkable degree.

This result suggests that the growth rate as a function of
inverse power follows an equation of the form

RG � e�
β
P, (2)

where RG denotes the growth rate, P is the output laser power, and
β the proportionality constant. Given the prior relation between the
growth rate, RG, and vapor pressure, p, an equivalence can be
drawn between Eq. (2) and the Clausius–Clapeyron equation. This
leads to the interesting deduction that the relation between the inci-
dent laser power and the peak source temperature is approximately
linear. The proportionality constant from the β values in Fig. 4 can
be determined to

β � ΔH
Ra

, (3)

where a is the constant of proportionality between the peak source
temperature and the output laser power. We can use the Arrhenius
fits obtained in Fig. 4 to obtain values of a for each source material
and geometry. These values, along with their associated source
diameters, are shown in Table I.

An explicit model of this behavior would have to account for
phase changes, as these would affect the temperature distribution
throughout the source resulting from convection inside the liquid
phase and the loss of energy due to vaporization.

The success we have achieved with our experimental results
raises the question whether thermal laser evaporation can be
applied to any solid, nonradioactive element in the periodic table.
To explore this question, we specifically investigated the growth of
those elements with extreme growth parameters. For example,
being able to readily evaporate W, which has the lowest vapor pres-
sure of any element and a melting temperature of 3695 K,18 indi-
cates that TLE is not limited by the evaporation temperature.
Similarly, successful evaporation of Cu, Ag, and Au, all of which
exhibit very high reflectivity values at 1030 nm,21 indicates that
reflectivity does not present a barrier to TLE. High and low values
of thermal conductivity also pose no issue, as we were able to suc-
cessfully evaporate both Ag and S, respectively. Therefore, we con-
clude that TLE can be applied to all solid, nonradioactive elements
in the periodic table. Our current experimental state is shown in
Fig. 8, with the deposition of 43 elements being experimentally
confirmed.

V. CONCLUSION

We conclude that thermal laser evaporation is a powerful tech-
nique to grow any solid, nonradioactive elements as thin films. We
have confirmed this experimentally for 43 elements by using the
same laser beam geometry. Due to the localized heating induced by
the incident source laser, most of these elements could be deposited
using free-standing sources. Some of the investigated elements
required a crucible, as determined by the chamber geometry. Even
for elements such as W, C, and Ta, deposition rates exceeding 1 Å/s
were achievable with laser powers less than 500W, with appropri-
ately optimized source dimensions.

While our focus here has been on film growth, one could
easily foresee an application of this configuration in other areas of

TABLE I. Calculated a values from the Arrhenius fits in Fig. 4. The corresponding
source diameters are also shown.

Source diameter a
Element (mm) (W/K)

W 2 0.0127
Zr 12.7 0.005
Ta 3 0.0109
Re 3 0.012
Rh 5 0.004
Mo 2 0.007
Ir 3 0.008

FIG. 8. Periodic table showing in dark green the range of elements that in this
work have been successfully deposited at substantial growth rates using free-
standing sources and crucibles. Elements that have been grayed out are
radioactive.
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physics as well, such as the generation of atomic vapors for cold
ion traps or for spectroscopic purposes.
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